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About This Game
“The Construct” is a classical top-down view adventure indie game. The gameplay mixes retro-like gameplay mechanics with
modern features and a spectacular atmosphere and mysterious storyline. The game features an approximetly 2-3 hours long
main story line with a constant variety in level design and cinematic elements, several bonus maps to unlock, numerous steam
achievements, trading cards, emoticons, badges and profile backgrounds to collect, and after completing the story for the first
time, the real hardcore skillgamers can choose to complete it for a second time on hard mode, that offers numerous changes in
level design and a highly increased difficulity. With all of the above claculated it takes around 5-6 hours to 100% complete the
game.
The game can be played using both a controller or mouse and keyboard. It features full controller support, but first you must
enable your controller at the options tab in the main menu of the game.
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Title: The Construct
Genre: Action, Adventure, Indie
Developer:
Cannibal Panda Studios
Publisher:
Cannibal Panda Studios
Release Date: 12 Sep, 2016
b4d347fde0
Minimum:
OS: Windows XP SP2+, Windows 7, 8, 10
Processor: SSE2 instruction set support
Memory: 1 GB RAM
Graphics: DX9 (shader model 3.0) or DX11 with feature level 9.3 capabilities
DirectX: Version 9.0
Storage: 1 GB available space

English,Hungarian
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Fun Game But Needs LOTS OF DEVELOPMENT!. This is great until you realize there will be no military funerals performed
on the runway.. This is a really addicting game, I really look forward to this game going out of early access. I hope when it does
it'll go viral, it's just awesome! I can't stop checking when is the next update, i'm just not patient. I recommend this game, in
other words, Money well spent.. Almost as if the Gradius creators had made a tribute to their own game and decided to make it
better in some ways, as the power up collection system adds a whole new dimension to the gameplay. Perfect music on top of
Perfect everything, now with selectable difficulty so anyone can enjoy.. A Really good game and the price isn't bad either.
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Near the beginning of the game, I encountered a ship that had a description that went something like "Extremely tough. Do not
fight alone".
I MAY have took a shot at it...
it MAY have led to my almost immediate death
But one thing is certain:
10\/10 would do something stupid again.. Easily the worst Civilization. Should've been a Civ 5 expansion, but instead was it's
own game. 1\/10. Beautiful in every way, shape and form. If the fact my profile picture is a character from the series, and my
name is based off the word "corona" doesn't convince you to buy this series of VN's, I don't know what will. Amazing artwork,
cute characters, heartwarming and heartbreaking moments, pretty funny at times, and every once in a while... Lewd ;)
I recommend reading the other 2 volumes before this, otherwise you will be SO confused. But do I also recommend this one?
Hell yes.. https://youtu.be/rB5Ae2cd-FY
Step into the creepy house with poor architectural design and search for answers, while also searching for questions. The limited
puzzle design provides little guidance for the player while the monsters are only capable of blindly wandering or charging at the
player.. A Short, Sweet and Adorable RPG with plenty of Warmth when it tells a story of ghosts bound in a Bed & Breakfast.
This game aims to covey a positive message outlook when discussing the loss of loved ones and how not to look at death so very
sadly.
I'd recommend this for anyone who wants to play casually with cute graphics, simple story and develop some warm and sweet
feelings while playing.. + The music and environments are good and detailed
+ Movement is alright, no issues so far. Teleport is not necessary because the maps are not huge
+ I never asked for this
- Preview is short and you can't interact with anything.
- Please Dev, put into store page screenshots from VR experience, not pre-renders.
- I was secretly hoping to find Mr. Jensen's mirror finally repaired.. More awesome underground old-school RPG fun!. Very,
very clever Zelda-like game. Tells a good story while affectionately poking fun at older games and using the pseudo-GB format
to do some interesting things. Decent length so far, gameplay is pretty good (if "clunky" much like older games often would be),
and the music's great. Unfortunately, it seems to have a fair number of glitches, mostly related to collision detection; just be
careful and consider backing up your saves every once in a while. (The game autosaves very frequently, so don't worry about
losing progress if you have to restart it.). Operation Anchorage was great. I mean, greater than listening to Preston nag you about
settlements great.

Btw, I think the Winterized T-51B Power Armours broken. It stays at full condition, no matter how much I go through. I love it
though. Its great.
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